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      [image: Kondi Krush - Plus/4 | Kondi Krush is a new game for the Commodore Plus/4 computer. In the game, you must swap candies to match 3 or more of the same colour. The game is also available for the Videoton TV, Commodore C64 and Amiga computers.]
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      [image: REDPILL - Amiga Game Creator | REDPILL is a tool for creating games for Amiga without programming knowledge. It is easy to use, but you can also do complex things and create games with the true Amiga feeling. Changes in this version: Support for 1000 levels, improvements for Tilesets, Menu, Loading sprite / images, Print Text, Contains Tile, Restart Level, Destroy Children and Mutate. ]
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      [image: Games That Weren't 64 | The GTW64 webpage has had an update. New: Angler and Software for Schools. Update: Body Slam, Caveman Ninja, Chariot Race 64, Last Ninja V1, Quizer, Race Through Space, Sunburst Communications, Undead, Field of Fire and Piracy (C128).]
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      [image: Amiga Retro - mSATA SSD | A new episode from the Amiga Retro YouTube channel is now available. In this episode, you can see how to use a mSATA SSD in your Amiga 1200 computer.]
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      [image: C64games.de | The web page c64games.de had an update. You can now find 7313 games on this web page. The new games are: Boulderdash UX Trilogy, Moby Dick (Cymbal Software), Moby Dick (Soft and Easy), Moggy V2, Moggys Tomb, The Secret of Monkey Island, The Wand of Zendra, Tower of Evil, Vampire Vengeance, VVVVVV, Woody in the Worm and Zornchef.]
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      [image: CRG - A500+ repair | A new video from the CRG YouTube channel. In this video, the repair of an Amiga A500+ computer. The motherboard was damaged by a leaking battery.]
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      [image: Legend of Wilf - C64 | Legend of Wilf is a new game for the Commodore C64 computer, developed by hayesmaker64 (code), Stepz & DMX87 (music), Stacbats & theJolieJones (pixels), Tony Savona, TS Crunch & Rotteroy (help). In the game, you must help Ulrich the wizard to find all the Dragon Amulet pieces.]
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      [image: Mad Pod Race - Plus/4 | Mad Pod Race is a new game for the Commodore Plus/4 computer, developed by LBM (code), Csabo (music) and Jeva (pixels). In the game, you must reach the checkpoints as fast as possible while avoiding crashing into your opponents.]
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      [image: JC64dis v2.9 | JC64dis (next generation C64 disassembler) is an iterative disassembler for MUS, SID and PRG files of the Commodore 64. The program is available as jar (java) and as exe for Windows.]
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      [image: Doktor64 - Amiga 500+ 1 MB | There is a new video available from the Doktor64 YouTube channel. This time, he shows how to expand the RAM memory from 512 kB to 1 MB on your Amiga A500+ computer.]
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      [image: FRGCB | FRGCB (Finnish Retro Game Comparison Blog) is a web page that writes about retro games. But the difference is that this blog compares the games between the different computers like the C64, Amiga, MSX, NES, CPC, DOS, etc. The most recent comparisons are: Zynaps (Hewson Consultants Ltd., 1987), Gothik (Firebird, 1987), Chickin Chase / Cock' In (Prism Micro-informatique S.A., 1984) and Dan Dare: Pilot of the Future (Virgin Games, 1986).]
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      [image: Retro Tech Insanity - C64/128 GPIO | You can watch a new video from the Retro Tech Insanity YouTube channel. In this episode, a new hardware project for adding more GPIO pins on your C64 or C128 computer.]
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      [image: Amiga Future #142 | This older edition of Amiga Future is now online available. In this edition: Editorial, News, Amiga 34, Christian Haller, Insanity Fight, Insanity Fight iOS, Blastaway, Football Fortunes, Goldrush, IBrowse, DiskPrint, AdressMaster, Aminet News, MorphOS Camp, MC68k, Shogo (2), AmigaOS 3.1.4 (3), XCopy Tools, FPGA Amiga-Clone, Trevors Soapbox and the Demoscene.]
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      [image: ALBERT v1.1.2 - PC | ALBERT is an editor for creating extended Commodore C64 images on the PC. The program is developed by Luigi Di Fraia and Joachim Ljunggren.]
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      [image: Tunnelrun - C64 | Tunnelrun is a new game for the Commodore C64 computer, developed by Iceout. The game is only 1 kB is size.]
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      [image: VD aktuell 03 | VD aktuell is a retro gaming magazine (German language) with 64 full-color pages. In this edition: Retro-News, Quer durch die Galaxis mit zwei Typen aus Andromeda, Wie retro bist Du, Zurück zum Wüstenplanet, Homecomputer Geschichten, Neue Games für alten Kisten, Das Retro-Video-Programm, Danger Dennis, Das Listing zum Abtippen, Der VD-Fortsetzungsroman and Retro-Computer-Witze.]
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      [image: Avventura 1 - C64 | Avventura 1 is a text adventure game for the Commodore C64 computer. The original game was made in the year 1983 by Alessandro Castellari. MAT64 has translated the game into English and added his own music.]
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      [image: Glubble - Amiga | Glubble is a new game for the Amiga computer. The game is developed by Leonard (code), Mon Mon (pixels) and Virgill (music). In the game, you must move the coloured blobs left and right and joint he blobs with the same colour.]
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      [image: Alpacalypse - C64 | Alpacalypse is a new game for the Commodore C64 computer. The game is developed by Richard (code & music), Hugues Poisseroux & Freeze (pixels) and Baracuda, Freeze & Hugues Poisseroux (test). Your task is to guide your Alpaca safely across each level of the underground lair inside the Mayan Temple.]
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      [image: C65 - Ebay | A few days ago, a very rare Commodore C65 was on sale on Ebay. This example is a fully working revision 5 Commodore C65 / DX64 / C90 prototype with serial number 71.]
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      [image: Amigo Aaron's Pod Jam 2024 | Have you ever wanted to try making a podcast? Maybe you had an idea for a great show, but were discouraged because of the problem of finding an audience, or maybe you didn't want to commit to a regular schedule. Then Amigo Aaron's Pod Jam is for something for you! You can submit your own podcast until May 1st 2024. And you can win a gift card from RetroRewind.ca.]
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      [image: Retro Commodore | The web page retro-commodore.eu has many high-quality scans available for the Commodore user. The latest additions are: Ozz the information wizard, 2040/3040/8050 Disk drive memos from Scott Patterson, Approved vendor list, BYTE by BYTE PAL Jr., Scanlines Sept. 1986, The Final Cartridge III Dansk Brugervejledning, Pressemeddelelse & Brev til værksteder vedr HDD, Amiga 600 & 1200 Harddisk, Commodore 1360 Mouse Box, The Final Cartridge and ElFi Ellkit 670 Kopieringsled.]
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      [image: Letter Worm - Amiga | Letter Worm is a new game for the Amiga computer, developed by tickBit. In the game you must collect letters and perhaps fly away as a butterfly.]
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      [image: Multipaint 2024 | Multipaint allows you to draw pictures with the colour limitations of 8 bit computer platforms. Changes in this version: Improvements for the preview window, pan function, viewport, interactive tutorial, PNG files and much more.]
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      [image: Amigos: Everything Amiga | You can listen to new episodes of the Amigos: Everything Amiga podcast: Venture into the Risky Woods, Core Designs last Amiga Game - Skeleton Crew, A-Train - The Most Complex Sim on the Amiga and Kikstart II - Does the Amiga accelerate past the C64 version?]
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      [image: Night Mission Pinball Extended - C64 | Night Mission Pinball Extended is a new game for the Commodore C64 computer. The game is developed by Barfly, Grue & TNT (code), The Beasty Boy (music), Duce (pixels) and many others. The game reached the second place at the Mixed Competition at KozMOS2024.]
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      [image: R-Squadron - Amiga | R-Squadron is a game for the Amiga computer, developed by Monster's Legs. The game was developed in the nineties with SEUCK.]
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      [image: The 8-bit files podcast - Joysticks | You can listen to a new podcast from The 8-bit files. In this episode of the podcast: A talk about joysticks, from retro to modern. Other items are the Ultimate II+ cartridge, and the MovieCart for the Atari 2600.]
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      [image: GAP #17 | You can now listen to a new episode of the German AMIGA Podcast (German language). In this episode: The AMIGA Ruhrpott Convention (25-05-2024).]
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      [image: C64 intros | The web page c64Intros has updated its intro database and added more new intros. Updates: 50 new intros and 8 new groups.]
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      [image: Flashtro | On the web page Flashtro.com you can see many cracker intros within your browser. The original intros from the Amiga, Atari-ST, Dreamcast, PC, Playstation etc. are converted to the browser. The most recent flashtro's are: Skid Row - Intro, Scoopex - Bouncing Bill, Delight - Necronom, Coast - Premiere Decoder and Hellfire - DNA.]
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      [image: The Graftgold Story | Chris Wilkins started a new Kickstarter campaign for publishing a new book. The book is about the history of Graftgold.]
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